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ABSTRACT
To promote data transparency, frameworks such as CrowdWork-
Sheets encourage documentation of annotation practices on the
interfaces of AI systems, but we do not know how they affect user
experience. Will the quality of labeling affect perceived credibil-
ity of training data? Does the source of annotation matter? Will a
credible dataset persuade users to trust a system even if it shows
racial biases in its predictions? To find out, we conducted a user
study (N = 430) with a prototype of a classification system, using
a 2 (labeling quality: high vs. low) × 4 (source: others-as-source
vs. self-as-source cue vs. self-as-source voluntary action, vs. self-
as-source forced action) × 3 (AI performance: none vs. biased vs.
unbiased) experiment. We found that high-quality labeling leads to
higher perceived training data credibility, which in turn enhances
users’ trust in AI, but not when the system shows bias. Practical
implications for explainable and ethical AI interfaces are discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is embedded in almost every aspect of
our lives and has been increasingly used in high-stakes domains,
ranging from health [28] and employment [35] to finance [42] and
justice [20]. However, AI systems are often not transparent enough
to explain why a certain decision was made. This “black box” issue,
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coupled with increasing reliance on AI, has raised serious concerns
over the biases that an AI system may introduce into its predictions.

As a concept in machine learning, bias has multiple meanings.
We define algorithmic bias as an unintended consequence of ma-
chine learning, in which the model favors the dominant group in
society over a minority group of individuals, and thereby violates
the principle of group fairness, i.e., equal opportunity of positive
classification outcomes regardless of race and other factors [56].

While algorithmic biases can be introduced in almost every stage
of machine learning, researchers have argued that racial and other
types of biases in algorithms are primarily caused by the nature
of training data [4, 11, 12]. Prior research has shown that if the
machine learning model is trained on non-representative training
data, AI fairness and accuracy are at high risk, with potential to
undermine users’ trust in AI. This issue raises an important ques-
tion for designers of AI interfaces: how to communicate training
data credibility to end users, so that they can evaluate for them-
selves whether there are any biases embedded in the AI system,
and accordingly calibrate their trust toward it?

Previous studies have explored several ways to convey training
data credibility to lay users. Anik and Bunt [2] found that show-
ing training data demographics can help users identify biases in
machine learning systems. Similarly, Chen [9] pointed out that
displaying racial diversity in either training data or labelers’ back-
grounds before actual AI interaction is effective in shaping users’
expectations and trust in AI. Given that most supervised machine
learning needs to be trained on human-labeled data and the pro-
posal of having CrowdWorkSheets to document the labeling practice
[13], this study explores whether showing labeling quality, i.e., ac-
curacy of the labeled data, would lead to higher perceived training
data credibility, and how the perception of training data credibility
may influence different aspects of trust in AI, namely cognitive
trust, affective trust, and behavioral trust.

Additionally, since labeling is often undertaken by crowd work-
ers, a related question is whether the crowd as a source of training
data is seen as credible by users. Do they see themselves as being
similar to crowdworkers, and if so, would they perceive the training
data to be more credible, just as if they themselves participated?

Another important question pertains to the extent to which
user perception of training data credibility can help shape trust
in AI when its performance is clearly biased. Will biases be seen
as exceptions rather than the rule, or will they undermine the
credibility of the training data?

In this study, we are guided by two broad research questions:
(1) How will labeling quality (independent variable) influence the
perceived training data credibility (mediating variable) and further
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affect users’ trust in AI (dependent variable)? And, (2) How will
labeling source and AI performance moderate this mediation model,
if at all?

We conducted a user study (N = 430) to address these questions.
We designed a prototype of an ostensibly AI-based facial expres-
sion classification system. We first showed participants the source
of the labeled data with variation in who provides the labels, a
crowd worker or the user. After this, we presented participants
with a snapshot of the labeled data, displaying high or low qual-
ity of labeling, after which we measured perceived training data
credibility. We then randomly assigned participants to one of three
AI-performance conditions: biased, unbiased, or no performance.
Users’ cognitive, affective, and behavioral trust in AI were assessed
as potential outcomes.

By examining the mediation effect of labeling quality on trust
in AI through the perceived training data credibility and the mod-
erating roles of labeling source and AI performance, this study
contributes to explainable AI (XAI) research in the following ways:
first, by showing labeling quality through a snapshot of the la-
beled data, we propose a novel way to communicate training data
credibility, which we demonstrate has positive effects on AI trust.
Second, the positive mediation effect of labeling quality on AI trust
shows the value of early communication in shaping user percep-
tions and trust in AI, which broadens current practices of XAI
research that is dominated by post-hoc explanations (see examples
[6, 16, 27, 31, 48, 53, 59]). Third, we find a nuanced interaction effect
between AI performance and perceived training data credibility
on AI trust, which specifies the conditions under which perceived
training data credibility can positively shape users’ trust in AI.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Explainable AI
The concern over the black-box issue of AI systems and the need
for transparency has given rise to the field of XAI. The idea behind
XAI is to clarify the reasoning behind machine learning models
and to be understandable to people [3, 30, 44]. Consistent with this
goal, practitioners have provided global, local, and counter-example
explanations to help people understand algorithmic decisions after
the fact.

While post-hoc explanations are promising to reshape users’
trust in AI, scholars have argued that explanations after AI perfor-
mance is not a good approach to combat algorithmic bias because
harms have already been inflicted by the deployment of AI [22, 37].
Instead, a better approach is to communicate earlier about training
data information of a machine learning model, so that users can as-
sess for themselves if there are any potential sources of bias before
AI interaction. This approach is echoed by the recently proposed
documentation paradigm in XAI community, which advocates de-
tailed reporting of training data and performance characteristics
of machine learning models at the outset of model development
[5, 19, 22, 41, 45].

Previous studies have shown that early communication of train-
ing data information can help users identify bias in machine learn-
ing models [2] and adjust their expectations and trust in AI [9]. This
line of research is focused on displaying training data information
to users and examining its effect on user perceptions and trust in

AI. However, few have investigated how communicating training
data information may influence training data credibility. We argue
that it is important to take into account user perceptions of train-
ing data credibility because that can shed light on the theoretical
mechanisms underlying the positive effect of showing training data
information on user trust in AI.

2.2 Training Data Credibility
Based on the construct of credibility, which is defined as believabil-
ity or trustworthiness of a source [34], we conceptualize training
data credibility as the degree of trustworthiness attributed to the
training data by end users. Training data credibility could be shaped
by many factors in training data provenance and preparation, such
as the gender and racial composition of the raw training data [2, 9]
and labelers’ backgrounds [9]. Given that supervised machine learn-
ing is most often trained on human-labeled data and scholars have
advocated for having CrowdWorkSheets at the beginning of model
development [13], this study tests how revealing the labeling prac-
tice, especially the quality of labeling, may affect user perceptions
of training data credibility.

2.3 Labeling Quality
There are many ways to describe the quality of labeling. We focus
on the accuracy of labeling, namely the extent to which the labels
match the raw training data. Taking an AI-based facial expression
classification system as an example, if all happy faces are labeled
as happy and all sad faces are labeled as sad, the labeling quality is
high as the labels accurately reflect the facial images. By contrast,
if the labels and training data are mixed, such that some happy
faces are labeled as sad and some sad faces are labeled as happy,
the labeling quality is said to be low. Given that accuracy is a
straightforward way to evaluate AI performance and prior studies
have shown the positive effect of AI accuracy on user perceptions
and trust in AI [43], we predict that showing accurate labeling,
i.e., a high-quality labeling practice, will result in higher perceived
training data credibility.

2.4 The Moderating Role of Labeling Source
Considering that the labeling task for AI systems is often outsourced
to crowd workers, who provide meaningful tags for machines to
learn, an important question is the extent to which the crowd-
sourcing nature of labeling would influence perceived training data
credibility.

Huang and Sundar [24] argued that the evaluation of credibility
in the context of crowd-sourcing depends on whether users are
reminded that they themselves are part of the crowd. Their evalua-
tion differs based on whether the self or the crowd is more salient
in their mind, which dictates the kind of cognitive path or thought
process they follow. If users go through the self-as-source path,
they perceive the content to be more trustworthy and credible. By
contrast, if users follow the others-as-source path, they tend to
have a lower perception of content credibility because they do not
trust “the crowd.”

Notably, there is a difference in how one becomes the source
of the labeled data — perceptually or behaviorally. The theory of
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interactive media effects (TIME; [51]) and its extension to human-
AI interaction (HAII-TIME; [50]) differentiate the perceptual effect
from the action effect on AI trust by proposing two routes, namely
the cue route and the action route. If users see the presence of
the labeling opportunity without actually participating in labeling,
they are following the cue route, which may have perceptual effects
on AI trust, driven by cognitive heuristics, such as the ownness
heuristic (i.e., I had a hand in the training data, therefore the AI
system must be good) and the control heuristic (i.e., I felt in charge
of data labeling, so the training of the model must be good). If users
do participate in data labeling, they are said to be following the
action route. Their heightened involvement is likely to reshape
their trust in AI, probably due to an enhanced sense of agency [50].
As a result, when individuals feel involved in a task and responsible
for the outcome, they tend to engage in self-serving bias [36], which
may generate more favorable attitudes towards the labeling task,
thus leading to higher perceived credibility of the training data.

Based on this rationale, we hypothesize that the self-as-source
cue (compared to others-as-source) will trigger the ownness heuris-
tic and the control heuristic, which in turn will enhance perceived
training data credibility. In addition, we predict that the act of par-
ticipating in the labeling process will enhance one’s sense of agency,
which will increase perceived training data credibility to a greater
extent than simply being exposed to the self-as-source cue on the
interface.

Considering the positive effect of self being the source, we also
expect that labeling source will moderate the effect of labeling
quality on perceived training data credibility. That is, the effect
of labeling quality on perceived training data credibility will be
stronger when users see themselves as the source (cue) compared to
when they perceive others as the source. This self-as-source effect
will be even stronger when people actually serve as the source by
participating in data labeling, i.e., self-as-source (action).

2.5 Trust in AI
Training data is fundamental for machine learning. If users perceive
the training data to be credible, they are likely to form higher trust
in the AI system. Drawing on the definition of trust in automation
[29], we define trust in AI as the extent to which users believe the AI
system will take their welfare into account under conditions of un-
certainty and vulnerability. Considering that trust is a multi-faceted
construct, we focus on three aspects of AI trust, i.e., cognitive trust,
affective trust, and behavioral trust, and discuss how each of them
may be related to perceived training data credibility.

Cognitive trust is formed when the AI system shows its com-
petence and reliability [26]. Given that training data drives the
process of machine learning, if the training data is perceived to
be credible, it is likely that the AI performance will be evaluated
as competent and reliable, thus contributing to cognitive trust of
AI. Hence, we expect a positive relationship between perceived
training data credibility and cognitive trust in AI.

Different from cognitive trust, which is knowledge-driven, affec-
tive trust is motivated by emotion as it emphasizes the emotional
bond between the user and the system [26]. But, affective trust will
probably not be affected by perceived training data credibility, as

credibility is more about evaluation of AI competence and reliability
rather than the warmth and caring conveyed by the system.

As an outcome of cognitive and affective trust, behavioral trust
refers to the willingness to take actions based on the judgment
or information provided by the AI system [1]. If the training data
is considered reliable, there is very low risk in relying on the AI
system for decision making. Therefore, we predict that those who
perceive training data to be credible are likely to take the advice
provided by the AI system.

Together, we expect perceived training data credibility to be
related to cognitive and behavioral trust in AI but not affective
trust in AI.

2.6 The Moderating Role of Racial Bias in AI
Performance

Training data credibility is not the only factor that determines
trust in AI. In fact, AI performance, especially biased performance,
has a greater influence on user experience and trust [17, 57, 58].
Based on the notion of group fairness [56], we define racial bias
in AI performance as the extent to which the AI system favors the
dominant group over minorities in its predictions. Considering the
promising role of training data credibility in shaping trust in AI
and the negative effect of racial bias in AI performance upon AI
trust, a pertinent question is the extent to which perceived training
data credibility would interact with racial bias in AI performance
in influencing users’ trust in AI.

There are two competing theoretical frameworks that can predict
the nature of this interaction effect. One is expectancy violations
theory [7], which states that disappointment will result when a
positive expectation is violated by an undesirable experience, and
this violation will result in negative evaluative outcomes [8, 23],
such as lower trust in AI in the current study. The other perspective
comes from priming theory [54], which posits that the first stimulus
can influence the processing of subsequent stimuli. It means that
when primed that the training data is credible, users are likely to
maintain their trust in AI even though they may encounter a biased
AI performance. Given that these two explanations are both theo-
retically plausible, we predict that AI performance may moderate
the relationship between perceived training data credibility and
trust in AI.

2.7 Hypothesis and Research Question
In sum, we propose a mediation model in which labeling quality
would affect perceived training data credibility, which in turn would
influence trust in AI. We also propose labeling source and AI per-
formance as two moderators playing a role at different stages of the
mediation model, as shown in Figure 1. To examine the mediation
model as well as the moderation effects, we propose the following
research question and hypothesis:

RQ1: How will labeling source and AI performance moderate
the indirect effect of labeling quality on AI trust through perceived
training data credibility?

H1: Labeling quality will influence perceived training data cred-
ibility, which in turn will influence trust in AI.
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Figure 1: Study Model

3 METHOD
We addressed the hypothesis and research question through a 2
(labeling quality: high vs. low) × 4 [labeling source: others-as-source
vs. self-as-source (cue) vs. self-as-source (voluntary action) vs. self-
as-source (forced action)] × 3 (AI performance: none vs. unbiased
performance vs. racially biased performance) between-subjects
online experiment. The study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board at a large public university and was pre-registered
with the Open Science Foundation before accessing the data1.

3.1 Participants
We recruited a total of 459 participants through CloudResearch
[32] in early July 2022. Considering that the study took about 10
minutes to complete based on a pilot test, we paid participants $1.5
in exchange for their work. The sample size was determined via an
a priori power analysis to achieve a power of .95, an error lower
than .05, and a medium effect size using the F test family [18]. After
excluding incomplete and inattentive responses, we were left with
430 participants. It is noteworthy that the final sample size is still
higher than the sample size requirement for the power of .80 (n =
372), which means that we have sufficient power for data analysis.

Of the 430 participants, 54.7% (n = 235) were females, 44.7% (n =
192) were males, and .2% (n = 1) were other/non-binary. Also, .5%
(n = 2) preferred not to reveal their gender. Participant age ranged
from 20 to 76 (M = 44.05, SD = 13). The sample was predominantly
White (79.5%), followed by Asian (8.6%), Black or African American
(7.7%), Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin (5.8%), American Indian
or Alaska Native (1.6%), Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
(.5%), and other races or origins (.9%). The median education level
was a bachelor’s degree and the median family income was in the
range of $50K to $75K a year.

3.2 Procedure and Stimuli
Upon consenting, participants were asked to provide their demo-
graphics. They were then invited to interact with a prototype of
an Emotion Reader AI website, which was introduced as a facial
expression classification system, designed to help detect facial ex-
pressions through social media images. We told our participants
that the AI system had been trained on an open emotion dataset,
which had grown to nearly 10,000 facial images. They were told
that these images were labeled by volunteers, who provided one of
the following tags for each image—joy, sadness, anger, fear, surprise,
disgust, and neutral. The algorithms then figured out the patterns
by learning from the labeled data. So far, they were told, more than
500 people had participated in data labeling.

1For more information about the pre-registration, please click here.

Table 1: Manipulation of Labeling Source

Self-as-Source
(Cue)

Self-as-Source
(Voluntary action)

Self-as-Source
(Forced Action)

3.2.1 Manipulation of Labeling Source. After the introduction, we
randomly assigned participants to one labeling source condition.
They were either (1) seeing how the labeling was done by a crowd
worker through a video (others-as-source), (2) seeing the oppor-
tunity of data labeling but were not able to use the feature (self-
as-source [cue]), or (3) invited to label the data and required to
complete the task to proceed (self-as-source [forced action]). To
increase ecological validity of the study, we also had a voluntary
action condition, in which participants were invited to label the
data but had the choice to skip the task. This condition mimics
real-life experience as some people may not participate in data
labeling even though they are provided the opportunity.

To reinforce the manipulation of self-as-source, we told partici-
pants in the voluntary and forced action conditions that their work
would be uploaded to the AI system in about an hour. By contrast,
we simply thanked participants for “checking the labeling practice”
in the others-as-source and self-as-source (cue) conditions. Notably,
all participants saw the same set of facial images in all conditions,
and the facial expressions in all three images were considered neu-
tral, as shown in Table 1. Sample size across conditions is balanced.
We had 107 participants in the others-as-source condition, 106 in the
self-as-source cue condition, 107 in the voluntary action condition,
and 110 in the forced action condition.

3.2.2 Manipulation of Labeling Quality. Following the source ma-
nipulation, we randomly assigned participants to see one level of
the ’labeling quality’ variable: high vs.low. Given that labeling qual-
ity was operationalized based on the accuracy of labeling, we had
the high-quality condition being 100% accurate, in that all happy
faces were labeled as happy, and all sad faces were annotated as

https://osf.io/xma2v?view_only=3e6d1a9b7af343599ade2f04544ac790
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High-Quality Labeling Low-Quality Labeling

Figure 2: Manipulation of Labeling Quality

sad. By contrast, the low-quality labeling condition was only 50%
accurate, which means that half the images were misclassified for
both happy and sad facial expressions. The stimuli of labeling qual-
ity are presented in Figure 2. The sample size is balanced across
high- (n = 219) vs. low-quality (n = 211) labeling conditions. After
this, we measured users’ perception of training data credibility.

3.2.3 Manipulation of AI Performance. We manipulated AI perfor-
mance by randomly assigning participants to one of three condi-
tions: no performance, biased performance, and unbiased perfor-
mance. In the latter two, we asked participants to view the examples
of AI performance, which involves the classification of two Black
and two White subject images. Given that racial bias in AI perfor-
mance was operationalized as the extent to which the AI system
favors the dominant group in its predictions, we had the AI system
classifying all White subject images with 100% accuracy whereas it
classified all Black subject images with 0% accuracy in the "biased
performance" condition. The disparity of accuracy showed strong
evidence of racial bias in AI performance, as evident in Figure 3.
In the "unbiased performance" condition, the AI system performed
equally well for both White and Black subject images, i.e., 100%
accurate for both White and Black faces. We did not display any ex-
amples of AI performance in the "no performance" condition. Again,
randomization yielded balanced cell sizes: we had 146 participants
in the no performance condition, 144 in the biased performance
condition, and 140 in the unbiased performance condition.

Biased Performance Unbiased Performance

Figure 3: Manipulation of Racial Bias in AI Performance

After they were exposed to the manipulation of AI performance,
we measured the dependent variable of interest, i.e., AI trust. We
debriefed the participants by the end of the questionnaire by inform-
ing participants that there was no AI involved in facial expression
classifications. We explained the reason for this deception and also
provided resources if participants felt uncomfortable after the study.

3.3 Measures
All items were measured on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1
= strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree.

3.3.1 Trust in AI. Given that trust is a multi-dimensional construct,
we measured cognitive trust (12 items; [25]), affective trust (4 items;
[26, 33]), and behavioral trust (3 items; [47]) separately. However,
an exploratory factor analysis showed that the 12-item scale of
cognitive trust resulted in two distinct factors based on the valence
of wording. Thus, we followed the rule of thumb of 60/40 to remove
cross-loaded items. That is, we only kept items that showed a factor
loading greater than .6 on the primary factor and less than .4 on
all other factors. At the end of this procedure, we were left with
five negatively worded items. We reverse-coded the items and then
averaged them to form an index of cognitive trust, such that the
higher value means higher cognitive trust in AI. The indices of
cognitive trust (M = 4.47, SD = 1.58, Cronbach’s alpha = .92), as
well as affective trust (M = 2.59, SD = 1.37, Cronbach’s alpha = .93)
and behavioral trust (M = 3.06, SD = 1.74, Cronbach’s alpha = .95),
showed good reliability.
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3.3.2 Training Data Credibility. We asked participants the extent
to which they agree that the training data of the Emotion Reader
AI system is (1) credible, (2) trustworthy, (3) reliable, and (4) de-
pendable. We created an index of perceived training data credibility
by averaging the four items (M = 4.06, SD = 2.01, Cronbach’s alpha
= .99).

4 RESULTS
4.1 Manipulation Check
After showing the stimuli of the labeling source, we asked partici-
pants which condition they encountered in the interaction with the
Emotion Reader AI. Four response options were provided: (1) The
system showed me how a crowd worker labeled the training data,
(2) The system invited me to label the training data, but I can skip
it, (3) The system showed me how labeling looks, but the feature
was not ready for use, and (4) The system requested me to label
the training data, and I have to do it to proceed. A Chi-square test
revealed that most participants successfully identified the labeling
source condition to which they were assigned: 𝜒2(9) = 747.82, p <
.001. However, a majority of participants (96.26%) assigned to the
self-as-source voluntary action condition thought that they had to
complete the labeling task to proceed even though they were told
that the labeling task was voluntary. As a result, all participants in
the voluntary action condition labeled the data for the AI system.
Given that all manipulations of labeling source were ontologically
valid and the purpose of the study is to examine how intrinsic fea-
tures of the AI medium, i.e., labeling source, affect user perception
of training data credibility, we used the manipulated variable in
further analysis, following the recommendation from [40].

Regarding the manipulation effectiveness of labeling quality,
we asked participants the extent to which they agreed that the
classification of happy and sad facial images was (1) accurate and
(2) free of error. Results from a one-tailed independent sample t-test
showed that people perceived higher accuracy and less error in the
high-quality labeling condition (M = 6.10, SD = .94) than the low
quality labeling condition (M = 1.77, SD = 1.41), t(363.54) = -30.62,
p < .001, d = -3.64. Thus, the manipulation of labeling quality was
deemed successful.

We used three items, rated on a 7-point scale, to examine the
manipulation effectiveness of racial bias in AI performance: (1) The
Emotion Reader AI favored White people, (2) The Emotion Reader
AI disfavored Black people, and (3) The Emotion Reader AI was
racially biased. We created an index by averaging the three items,
which is reliable (M = 2.91, SD = 1.90, Cronbach’s alpha = .98). A
one-tailed independent sample t-test revealed that participants per-
ceived the AI to be more racially biased in the biased performance
condition (M = 4.07, SD = 1.72) compared to the unbiased perfor-
mance condition (M = 1.70, SD = .83), t(207.11) = 14.84, p < .001, d
= 1.75. Thus, the manipulation of racial bias in AI performance was
also successful.

4.2 Hypothesis Testing
RQ1 asked how would labeling source and AI performance mod-
erate the indirect effect of labeling quality of AI trust through
perceived training data credibility. Given that there are two mod-
erators, with one (i.e., labeling source) conditionally influencing

the first stage of mediation and the other (i.e., racial bias in AI per-
formance) conditionally influencing the second stage of mediation,
we used Model 21 in SPSS PROCESS Macro [21] to answer this
question. Furthermore, We used 5,000 bootstrap resamples and 95%
percentile bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) in each analysis. It is
important to note that the effect is said to be significantly different
from zero if the upper and lower CIs do not contain a zero between
them.

As shown in Table 2, the indirect effect of labeling quality on
cognitive trust through perceived training data credibility was true
only when the AI showed no performance or unbiased performance,
regardless of the labeling source. In other words, if there was a
biased result, perceived training data credibility did not assure
users’ cognitive trust in AI. We present the interaction effect in
Figure 5.

The same moderated mediation model was applied to analyze
the conditional indirect effect on affective and behavioral trust
in AI. As shown in Table 3, labeling quality increased perceived
training data credibility, which positively predicted affective trust
in AI regardless of labeling source and AI performance. We also
found a similar indirect effect on behavioral trust in AI, without
significant moderation by either labeling source or AI performance,
as presented in Table 4. 2

H1 proposed that labeling quality (independent variable) would
influence perceived training data credibility (mediating variable),
which in turn would be associated with users’ trust in AI (depen-
dent variable). Given that this hypothesis states a simple mediation
model, in which the effect of the independent variable on the depen-
dent variable is attributable in part to the mediating variable, we
used Model 4 in SPSS PROCESS Macro [21] to test this hypothesis.
In this mediation analysis, we used 5,000 bootstrap resamples and
95% percentile bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs). Results showed
that the proposed mediation effect is statistically significant for all
three aspects of AI trust: for cognitive trust, B = .66, SE = .23, 95%
CI: [.22, 1.11], for affective trust, B = 1.46, SE = .20, 95% CI: [1.09,
1.88], for behavioral trust, B = 1.97, SE = .25, 95% CI: [1.49, 2.47].
We present the mediation models in Figure 4.

5 DISCUSSION
This study finds that showing labeling quality can shape users’
perception of training data credibility, which further influences
their trust in AI. This indirect effect is true regardless of who is
perceived as the source of labeling, but it is conditional upon AI
performance being unbiased or unknown. If an AI shows biased
performance, training data credibility does not help salvage user
trust.

5.1 Importance of Displaying Labeling Quality
on AI Interface

By displaying labeling quality on the interface of AI, this study
finds an effective way to communicate training data credibility to
end users, which extends the line of research on user perception

2Given that labeling source does not matter when fostering accurate credibility judg-
ment of training data from high vs. low quality of labeling, we did not drill down
further to report the main effect of labeling source on perceived training data credibility
and trust in AI, although we proposed several hypotheses in our pre-registration.

https://osf.io/xma2v?view_only=3e6d1a9b7af343599ade2f04544ac790
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Table 2: Conditional Effects of Labeling Source and AI Perfor-
mance on the Indirect Effect of Labeling Quality onCognitive
Trust via Perceived Training Data Credibility

Labeling Source AI Performance B SE 95% CI
Others-as-Source No 1.35 .27 [.83, 1.90]
Others-as-Source Biased .04 .22 [-.40, .48]
Others-as-Source Unbiased .66 .21 [.26, 1.08]
Self-as-Source (Cue) No 1.76 .34 [1.11, 2.44]
Self-as-Source (Cue) Biased .05 .29 [-.53, .63]
Self-as-Source (Cue) Unbiased .87 .27 [.34, 1.38]
Voluntary Action No 1.61 .32 [.98, 2.25]
Voluntary Action Biased .05 .27 [-.48, 57]
Voluntary Action Unbiased .79 .24 [.31, 1.28]
Forced Action No 1.40 .29 [.95, 1.99]
Forced Action Biased .04 .23 [-.41, .50]
Forced Action Unbiased .69 .22 [.27, 1.12]

Table 3: Conditional Effects of Labeling Source and AI Perfor-
mance on the Indirect Effect of Labeling Quality on Affective
Trust via Perceived Training Data Credibility

Labeling Source AI Performance B SE 95% CI
Others-as-Source No 1.60 .23 [1.17, 2.09]
Others-as-Source Biased 1.08 .22 [.69, 1.53]
Others-as-Source Unbiased 1.29 .23 [.86, 1.78]
Self-as-Source (Cue) No 2.09 .27 [1.57, 2.65]
Self-as-Source (Cue) Biased 1.40 .26 [.92, 1.95]
Self-as-Source (Cue) Unbiased 1.69 .27 [1.19, 2.21]
Voluntary Action No 1.91 .27 [1.39, 2.45]
Voluntary Action Biased 1.28 .26 [.80, 1.84]
Voluntary Action Unbiased 1.54 .26 [1.04, 2.08]
Forced Action No 1.67 .26 [1.18, 2.20]
Forced Action Biased 1.12 .25 [.68, 1.64]
Forced Action Unbiased 1.35 .25 [.88, 1.85]

of training data quality. Aside from communicating training data
demographics [2] and labelers’ racial backgrounds [9], designers
can convey the extent to which the labels match the raw training
data. The accuracy of labeling can help credibility judgment of the
training data, which can further enhance users’ trust in AI.

The important role of labeling quality on perceived training
data credibility solves the dilemma in a previous study [10], which
found that users could not differentiate racially imbalanced from
balanced labeled data and perceived them as equally biased com-
pared to an interface showing features underlying facial expression
classifications. Findings of this study suggest that the skepticism
surrounding labeled data could be mitigated if researchers com-
municate visually the accuracy of labeling by showing a subset of
labeled data on the interface.

Furthermore, displaying labeling quality before users experience
the actual performance of the system confirms the value of early
communication in shaping user perception and trust in AI. This
practice broadens the dominant practice in XAI community, which
focuses on providing global (how the AI works), local (how the AI

Table 4: Conditional Effects of Labeling Source and AI Per-
formance on the Indirect Effect of Labeling Quality on Be-
havioral Trust via Perceived Training Data Credibility

Labeling Source AI Performance B SE 95% CI
Others-as-Source No 2.32 .27 [1.81, 2.87]
Others-as-Source Biased 1.39 .25 [.94, 1.91]
Others-as-Source Unbiased 1.78 .27 [1.28, 2.31]
Self-as-Source (Cue) No 3.02 .30 [2.45, 3.66]
Self-as-Source (Cue) Biased 1.81 .31 [1.23, 2.46]
Self-as-Source (Cue) Unbiased 2.32 .31 [1.73, 2.93]
Voluntary Action No 2.76 .31 [2.19, 3.40]
Voluntary Action Biased 1.65 .30 [1.10, 2.31]
Voluntary Action Unbiased 2.12 .30 [1.54, 2.71]
Forced Action No 2.41 .31 [1.82, 3.05]
Forced Action Biased 1.44 .29 [.92, 2.07]
Forced Action Unbiased 1.85 .29 [1.31, 2.47]

Labeling Quality

Perceived Training Data 

Credibility

Cognitive Trust in AI

b = 3.15

se = .12

p  < .001

b = .21

se = .06

p  < .001

Labeling Quality

Perceived Training Data 

Credibility

Affective Trust in AI

b = 3.15

se = .12

p  < .001

b = .46

se = .05

p  < .001

Labeling Quality

Perceived Training Data 

Credibility

Behavioral Trust in AI

n.s.

b = 3.15

se = .12

p  < .001

b = .63

se = .06

p  < .001

n.s.

n.s.

Figure 4: The Indirect Effect of Labeling Quality on AI Trust
through Perceived Training Data Credibility

works for certain individuals), or counter-example explanations
(how would the AI work if certain input changes) after AI per-
formance (see examples [6, 16, 27, 31, 48, 53, 59]). We argue that,
instead of providing only post-hoc explanations, it is equally im-
portant to present training data characteristics, such as the labeling
quality, prior to AI interaction. This pre-explanation approach can
help users assess credibility of the training data for themselves and
calibrate their trust in the system accordingly. The positive effect
of pre-explanation is echoed by at least one study, which shows
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Figure 5: The Interaction Effect of Perceived Training Data
Credibility and AI Performance on Cognitive Trust in AI

that displaying racial diversity in training data and labelers’ back-
grounds via a model card before actual interaction can positively
shape users’ expectations and trust in AI [9].

To display training data characteristics up front, it requires AI
designers and developers to have the training data information
handy when designing the interface of AI systems. It would be
consonant with the recently proposed documentation approach
in XAI community, which calls for releasing information about
training data preparation at the outset of model development [19, 22,
37]. Considering that labeling quality can influence AI trust through
training data credibility perception, designers should devise creative
ways to prepare and present to users a CrowdWorkSheet to detail
the labeling practice for a machine learning model [13].

5.2 New Concept: Training Data Credibility
We propose a new concept — training data credibility — to mea-
sure lay users’ perception of the AI system. By asking users the
extent to which they perceive the training data to be (1) credible,
(2) trustworthy, (3) reliable, and (4) dependable, it specifies how
lay users think about the quality of the labeled data instead of the
entire AI system. The new measure could be used by not only AI
interface designers but also UX researchers to better capture users’
perception of training data credibility.

Moreover, findings of the study demonstrate the value of assess-
ing training data credibility perception as it significantly mediates
the effect of labeling quality on users’ trust in AI. The significant
mediating role of perceived training data credibility not only un-
packs the theoretical mechanism that drives the perceptual effect
on AI trust, but also provides an avenue for designers to adjust
users’ trust in AI. To increase AI trust, designers should clearly
communicate training data credibility to end users, which can be
realized by showing labeling quality via a snapshot of the labeled
data.

5.3 Labeling Source Does Not Matter When
Labeling Quality is Clearly Conveyed

While labeling source was proposed as a moderator on the effect of
labeling quality on perceived training data credibility, this study

finds that it does not play a significant role in determining user
perception of training data credibility. This finding is not consistent
with the line of research on source and credibility [52]. One possible
reason is that the manipulation of labeling quality manipulation is
too strong, in that it does not leave much room for labeling source
to play a role in the model. To better examine the effect of labeling
source on perceived training data credibility, future studies could
make the labeling quality more ambiguous such that users cannot
tell whether the quality of labeling is high or low. This will allow us
to better observe how the source of labeling influences perceived
training data credibility.

5.4 Negative Influence of Racial Bias in AI
Performance on AI Trust

Our data clearly shows that perceived training data credibility does
not maintain users’ cognitive trust in AI when the system shows
bias in its performance. This finding is consistent with previous
studies showing the detrimental effect of algorithmic bias on AI
trust. People experience a trust breakdown after encountering a
biased result [17, 58]. While it is important to have an accurate
evaluation of racial bias in AI algorithms from the users’ perspective,
an obvious follow-up question that AI developers and designers
should be asking is: how to involve users to help create a better AI
system, such that there is no bias in its performance in the future?
Prior studies have shown that simply asking users to indicate their
level of agreement with the AI classification outcomes does not
help restore users’ expectations [46] and trust in AI [9]. Rather,
users need to be given more agency [38]. Perhaps future studies
may leverage the mutual augmentation approach proposed in the
HAII-TIME model [50] to reshape user experience and trust in
the AI system. That is, users should be informed about how their
effort in correcting the AI performance may lead to an improved AI
system and eventually benefit themselves and other users. In doing
so, users are likely to maintain their cognitive trust in AI, which is
primarily driven by knowledge, understanding, and rationale [26].

Different from the patterns for cognitive trust in AI, perceived
training data credibility is positively related to affective and be-
havioral trust in AI, regardless of AI performance. In other words,
when users are primed that the training dataset is credible, they
tend to have a stronger emotional connection to the AI system
and are more likely to adopt the AI’s recommendation to evaluate
one’s facial expression. This finding corroborates previous research,
which showed that expecting the AI system to be fair could lead
to higher trust in AI even when users encounter a biased AI per-
formance [9]. In addition, this finding supports the priming effect,
which states that the first stimulus influences perceptions of subse-
quent stimuli [54]. There are several possible explanations for why
performance bias did not override the priming effects in our study.
First, participants saw only four examples of AI classification, two
of which were misclassified, so they may have considered it a one-
time mistake. Second, participants may have given more weight
to training data characteristics when evaluating AI trust rather
than AI performance. Given that AI performance is the outcome
of machine learning, which relies on training data to begin with,
the important role of training data relative to AI performance may
explain the effectiveness of the priming effect.
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However, the positive effect of training data credibility on af-
fective and behavioral trust in AI regardless of the nature of AI
performance triggers concerns over automation bias, a tendency to
overtrust AI even when AI shows obvious errors [39]. To reduce
over-reliance on AI for decision making, designers should invite
more cognitive engagement with the AI system when it shows a
biased performance. For example, designers can afford users an
opportunity to take a close look at the criteria used by the system
for determining its classification and make changes to the criteria
if they deem it necessary. Such an approach, based on "interactive
transparency," is known to be effective in calibrating users’ trust in
AI by increasing perceived disclosure and user agency [38].

5.5 Practical Implications
Findings of the study have significant practical implications for AI
developers, designers, and researchers. First, our manipulation of
labeling quality was successful. This means when users are forced
to examine a snapshot of training data, they are more cognitively
engaged, and our data suggest that they are more vigilant when it
comes to biases in performance, leading them to question their trust
in AI when it produces biased results. A clear practical implication
is that presenting users with labeled-data snapshots prior to their
interactions is a great way to get them to calibrate their trust and
promote thoughtful and responsible use of AI outcomes.

Second, our manipulation of performance bias is very effective
despite the use of just two faces of each race (4 total). This means AI
users will form a strong opinion about the system’s racial bias even
if it fails once or twice. Studies have shown that algorithm aversion
can set in very quickly [14] and is quite difficult to overcome with-
out enabling some user control over the algorithmic decision [15].
Designers should be aware of the powerful "exemplification effect"
[60] of a small sample of AI performance outcomes on users’ trust
in AI.

Furthermore, labeling source does not matter when the accuracy
of labeling is clearly conveyed. It means that it is not necessary
for UX designers to motivate users to observe or participate in the
labeling practice when interacting with an AI system. How users
see themselves in data labeling does not seem to affect training data
credibility. Instead, showing labeling quality through a snapshot of
labeled data would be a better design solution for fostering accurate
credibility judgments.

Notably, it is clear that even when an AI system is not biased
in its performance outcomes, poor credibility of training data can
undermine user trust (see the columns pertaining to unbiased per-
formance in Figure 5). Thus, a design implication is to deploy in-
terface cues that tout the credibility of the labeled data used for
training the AI model rather than simply promote its performance
metrics such as accuracy. Coupled with the training data credibility
cues, researchers can ask users the extent to which they think the
training data is credible, trustworthy, reliable, and dependable, in
order to gauge their level of trust in AI. Our mediation model shows
that the perceived credibility of the training data is a good indicator
to assess users’ overall trust in the AI system.

It is important to note that displaying labeling quality is appli-
cable only to supervised machine learning. Given that visuals and
labels are key components to conveying labeling quality, this new

design practice may work better for AI systems that are trained on
clearly distinct labels, such as cats vs. dogs and men vs. women.
It means that AI systems with ambiguous or disputed labels may
not benefit from the current design solution. For instance, showing
social media posts with a label of hate speech (or not hate speech)
may not help communicate training data credibility due to the lack
of a clear and universally accepted understanding of hate speech
among users. Furthermore, the current design solution may not be
ideal for AI systems whose training data is not visual, such as voice
samples for a text-to-speech system.

While the novel design is promising in adjusting users’ cognitive
trust in AI, one negative outcome of showing labeling quality prior
to the actual interaction is that users may blindly trust the AI system
emotionally and behaviorally even when they see a racially biased
outcome by the system, a phenomenon also known as automation
bias [39]. Designers need to devise action-based solutions to engage
users cognitively to avoid their knee-jerk tendency to over-trust
systems that provide disclosure without carefully examining the
content of that disclosure.

5.6 Limitations and Future Studies
This study suggests one design solution for communicating labeling
quality. By providing a snapshot of training data up front, coupled
with the labels, users are able to evaluate for themselves the credi-
bility of the training data and accordingly calibrate their trust in
the AI system. To ontologically differentiate high- from low-quality
labeling, we have all facial images labeled correctly in the high-
quality labeling condition, but only half in the low-quality labeling
condition. Considering that most labels are provided by human
annotators, there is no guarantee that the labels are 100% accurate
for any training dataset in real-life labeling practice. It would be
meaningful to explore the accuracy threshold that can influence
user perception of training data credibility. Would 90% accuracy, i.e.,
90% of the training data matching the label, be enough to contribute
to perceived training data credibility? Future studies would do well
to examine this question.

Apart from showing the accuracy of labeling, there are many
other ways to communicate labeling quality. For example, UX de-
signers can focus on the background of the labelers. According
to a recent study, knowing that labelers are from diverse racial
backgrounds can increase expectations of AI fairness and accuracy
by triggering the representativeness heuristic [55], which further
enhances users’ trust in AI [9]. Likewise, if the labeling is done by
a group of domain experts, it may also increase perceived training-
data credibility by triggering the expertise heuristic [49]. If the
interface highlights the similarity between the labelers and the user,
the triggered similarity heuristic may contribute to the perception
of training data credibility as well.

All design solutions have trade-offs. One unknown issue is the
extent to which showing labeling quality before the interaction may
increase cognitive load and further undermine user experience. To
find a balance between the need for explanations and the need for
efficiency, designers can make the snapshot of labeled data optional
and leave it to the users to decide whether to take a close look at the
accuracy of labeling before further interaction. Considering that
too much information could be confusing and thereby undermine
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user understanding [27], future studies can explore how much to
communicate about labeling, so that users will be informed while
having a smooth and satisfactory user experience.

6 CONCLUSION
While designers can convince users about training data credibility
by showing good examples of quality labeling, they have to be
cognizant of its differential effects on different types of trust. Our
data show that while labeling quality can cognitively help users
calibrate their trust alongside their perceptions of AI performance, it
can emotionally and behaviorally lead to overtrust because users do
not seem to correct their perceptions even when they encounter a
clearly biased performance. In order to promote socially responsible
AI, designers ought to make every effort to invoke users’ cognitive
engagement when making trust decisions upon seeing performance
outcomes, rather than letting affective trust and behavioral trust
hold sway.
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